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Executive Summary

Over four months in the spring of 2021, over 70 experts participated in a (virtual) workshop on the concept of creating a “Cyber NTSB”. The workshop was funded by the National Science Foundation with additional support from the Hewlett Foundation, and organized by Harvard’s Belfer Center with support from Northeastern University’s Global Resilience Institute.

The first call for the creation of a Cyber NTSB was in 1991. Since that time, many practitioners and policymakers have invoked the analogy, but little has been done to develop the concept. This workshop was carried out with the goal of moving the concept forward.

The NTSB acts as an inspiring metaphor because it helped transform the nascent technology of aviation. It’s easy to forget how much airplanes shrunk the planet over the last century, making it possible to go anywhere in the world quickly, safely, and reliably, but that was not always the case. It’s also easy to forget how often planes crashed. The NTSB is the best known of the broad, deep, and intertwined set of aviation safety programs we learned about. While participants challenged and tested the model, the ultimate conclusion was that the information technology industry does not have strong processes for extracting lessons learned and publishing them when incidents occur. Today, cybersecurity has no authoritative, independent investigations whose focus is learning lessons, distributing them, and enabling systematic improvements.

The continuing success of attackers demands a new approach to science and policy. Lesson-learning systems — ranging from the in-depth investigations of the NTSB to studying statistics about attacks or near misses — almost certainly have a part to play. There is experimentation, the heart of science, to be done in understanding what that part may be. That experimentation includes many scientific questions, such as searching for ways to maximize the value of data to defenders and system designers while limiting how it might inform attackers. It includes policy questions such as the ability of investigators to compel participation.

(continued)
Building a strong learning system for cyber incidents will require overcoming a host of challenges, and making decisions in the face of uncertainty. We are confident that many of these issues can be usefully resolved by research, and that such research can also contribute to the success of an already established organization.

This workshop has led to the discovery of over 50 discrete research questions that we believe are worth investigating; it has generated 24 concrete findings for consideration by the technical, policy, and research community; and a series of recommendations for the Biden Administration and Congress as they work to translate the concept of a Cyber NTSB into reality. Highlights of our findings include:

**Third party and in-house investigations are no substitute for objective, independent investigations.**
Market forces dictate that most cyber incidents will not be revealed. When information is released, it is limited to the minimal amount that must be disclosed by law. When companies choose to share more information, they choose to do so carefully and in such a manner that they control the narrative, excluding any information that will not put them in a positive light. Thus, a Cyber NTSB is necessary to understand what contributed to an incident occurring and how other organizations can prevent a similar incident from happening to them.

**Companies are unlikely to fully cooperate under a voluntary regime.**
Subpoena authority will likely be necessary for a board to succeed in gaining access to the necessary data and people to reconstruct a timeline and narrative of any incident. While the nascent Cyber Safety Review Board (CSRB) may be able to gain some insights into SolarWinds given
the high profile of that incident, reviews of other incidents will likely be near impossible unless companies are required to cooperate.

**Product, tool, and control failure must be identified in an objective manner.**
The cybersecurity community shies away from identifying when products, controls, and the tools used to implement them fail. Without knowledge of these failures, control designers, toolmakers, and the defenders that implement them are missing critical information necessary to make good use of their security budgets and the time of security personnel.

**Findings may be sensitive but should be disseminated as widely as possible.**
Adversaries will doubtless pore over any reports produced by the CSRB or any other bodies stood up. This reality should not dissuade investigatory boards from producing reports; however, it may be that some reports or sections of the reports should be disseminated only over classified channels or have their dissemination limited in other ways.

**Fact finding should be kept separate from fault finding.**
Lawmakers must find ways to create circumstances under which the targets of cyber adversary activity can share details on their incidents without fearing that they will be penalized. Finding the right balance between providing liability protection and letting courts and regulators hold companies accountable for poor security practices will be difficult but a balance must be struck.

**“Near Miss” reporting can complement incident investigations.**
Many of the factors that make investigation of incidents difficult are either missing or reduced when at least one control succeeded.
A strong system of near miss reporting complemented by investigation of these near misses may yield meaningful results.

Making Progress

There is policy work to be done to enable us to learn lessons. Most importantly, Congress must work with the Administration to create and empower a set of entities to learn lessons at different scales and speeds, including the Solarium Commission's Bureau of Cyber Statistics and a system to learn from near misses.

There are many immediate opportunities to improve security that policymakers in Congress and the Administration are pursuing. Similarly, there has been an explosion of research in information security, assurance, resilience and other disciplines. These have obscured and eclipsed the need for deep lesson learning systems. Our hope is that the full report informs not only the science and policy communities, but helps the new CSRB see and meet its important goals.

Note: The findings and recommendations contained in this report were drawn from the multi-session workshop and are based on panelist and participant comments both during discussions and in follow-on email and Slack conversations. This report, however, does not represent a consensus among workshop participants. Participation in the workshop in no way serves as an endorsement of the findings and recommendations contained in this report. Similarly, mentions of specific companies or incidents, security standards, and the like are intended to provide vibrant examples, not comment on them generally. The report’s authors are solely responsible for its content.
Introduction

In the spring of 2021, the Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs at Harvard University organized a multi-session virtual workshop on creating a cyber incident investigative capacity modeled on the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). The goal of the workshop was to develop a research agenda to further the concept. Given fast-moving events, the workshop went beyond that mandate to also address pressing policy issues given interest from Congress and the Biden Administration in standing up such an organization. This report presents the findings from the workshop. The workshop was sponsored through grants from the National Science Foundation and the Hewlett Foundation.

Workshop Organization and Format

This workshop was centered on three tracks of discussion:

1. Initial discovery of incidents
2. Investigations
3. Reporting and data sharing/publication

The workshop assembled over 70 experts in a wide variety of disciplines (See Appendix B for participant biographies). Within each track, participants identified assumptions, highlighted broad themes, and narrowed in on specific questions to inform a research agenda. While the virtual format had its deficiencies, it also had its advantages. Many participants who would not have been able to attend the previously scheduled in-person workshop in Washington were able to join virtually. The virtual format also allowed the multiple sessions to be spread out over two months to lessen the fatigue of attending long days of consecutive sessions. This format also allowed participants to engage in the development of the agenda. The first session of the workshop was an open plenary to solicit ideas and speakers for follow-on sessions. The final program is in Appendix A.
We use the terms “Cyber NTSB”, “board” and “investigations board” to refer to an independent investigatory board. When specificity aids clarity, we refer to the specific type of board, either prospectively or about the CSRB established by the executive order.
Background

Policymakers and practitioners in the cybersecurity community have long posited the need for an agency or capacity to investigate cyber incidents to identify deficiencies in security controls and better inform the defender community. Comparing this function to what the NTSB does for aviation and surface transportation incidents is a commonly used analogy because it provides both substance and form to the concept. The NTSB is an independent Federal agency charged by Congress with investigating every civil aviation accident in the United States and significant accidents in other modes of transportation – railroad, highway, marine, and pipeline. The NTSB determines the probable cause of the accidents and issues safety recommendations aimed at preventing future accidents. In addition, the NTSB carries out special studies concerning transportation safety and coordinates the resources of the Federal Government and other organizations to assist victims and their family members impacted by major transportation disasters.

The first recorded call for the creation of an entity like the NTSB that would investigate cyber incidents was made in a 1991 report by the National Research Council. That report, “Computers at Risk: Safe Computing in the Information Age,”\(^1\) was focused on building a “repository of incident data” that could be used to support several purposes. The NTSB is mentioned, as is the then-nascent CERT operated by DARPA in the aftermath of the Morris Worm. Some of the recommendations made in the NRC report have been implemented. For example, information about vulnerabilities is managed in the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) and the National Vulnerability Database (NVD).\(^2\) Yet the core concept of a “Cyber NTSB” has not been implemented.

---

1. “The committee recommends that a repository of incident information be established for use in research, to increase public awareness of successful penetrations and existing vulnerabilities, and to assist security practitioners, who often have difficulty persuading managers to invest in security. This database should categorize, report, and track pertinent instances of system security-related threats, risks, and failures. Because of the need for secrecy and confidentiality about specific system flaws and actual penetrations this information must be collected and disseminated in a controlled manner.”

In 2006, Richard Beijtlich, then at GE Security, developed the concept further in a lengthy blog post. In 2008, Adam Shostack and Andrew Stewart drew attention to the importance of learning lessons from breaches in The New School of Information Security. Neil Robinson at the RAND Corporation made a similar call in a 2012 blog post, as did Steven M. Bellovin of Columbia University writing in IEEE Spectrum. Ben Rothke made a similar case in 2015. In 2016 Bellovin and Shostack commented that these calls were frequent, consistently not acted on, and suggested an investigation into why that was. In the same year, Rob Knake authored a piece recommending that a Cyber NTSB be included in a Federally backstopped cyber insurance program. In 2018, Paul Rosenzweig at the R Street Institute published a short paper on the topic, and a team at the University of Washington Henry M. Jackson School of International Studies conducted a literature review on the topic (which aided in the development of this summary). In 2018, Tarah Wheeler argued in Foreign Policy that the absence of competent cybersecurity auditing is a policy issue, and Scott Shackelford and Austin Brady authored a law

---


4 Adam Shostack and Andrew Stewart, The New School of Information Security (Addison-Wesley, 2008).


While these contributions kept the concept in the discussion, furthered thinking, and promoted it to lawmakers, the most significant expansion on the concept came as part of a previous workshop in 2014. The 2014 National Science Foundation-sponsored Cybersecurity Ideas Lab produced the report “Interdisciplinary Pathways towards a More Secure Internet,” which included a two-page discussion and recommendation on the Cyber NTSB concept. The report noted the lack of authoritative public information, recommended a series of next steps, included a discussion of potential pitfalls, and outlined several different approaches. This effort served as a rough template for what the current workshop explored.

Following the discovery of the SolarWinds hacking campaign, the general idea of a board to investigate cyber incidents gained renewed interest. Alex Stamos, former Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) at Yahoo, former Chief Security Officer (CSO) at Facebook, and a leader in efforts to combat disinformation and promote the integrity of the voting system in the lead up to the 2020 election, called for the creation of a Cyber NTSB in a *Washington Post* op-ed.

---


The uptick in interest was not only in industry and academia. Senator Mark Warner raised the issue in a February 23, 2021 hearing\(^\text{18}\) on the SolarWinds incident. Representative Yvette Clarke explicitly brought up the NTSB analogy, while Representative Kathleen Rice (and witness Kevin Mandia) brought up NASA’s Aviation Safety Reporting System. Representative Bennie Thompson and others signaled interest, and several Congressional staffs began drafting legislation. Representative Michael Cloud brought up connecting the dots, and Representative John Katko brought up the challenge of learning more “with each passing day.”\(^\text{19}\) Thus, despite the ongoing pandemic, the research team was encouraged to restart efforts on this project virtually in order to inform potential administrative or Congressional action. While our workshop did not intend to produce a report on SolarWinds or mimic an investigation of that campaign, SolarWinds did serve as a useful reference point against which to consider why an investigative board might be necessary.

As the workshop was winding up, the President issued an Executive Order on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity.\(^\text{20}\) Section 5 of the order establishes the CSRB in the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). The board “shall review and assess, with respect to significant cyber incidents […] affecting Federal Civilian Executive Branch Information Systems or non-Federal systems, threat activity, vulnerabilities, mitigation activities, and agency responses.” Given this development, the final sessions of the workshop included in-depth discussions of the content of the executive order and how it should be implemented. This report includes takeaways from that discussion and recommendations for the CSRB.


Problem Statement

Participants began the workshop by attempting to identify the problem an investigative body would be solving. Moderators started by providing the problem statement from the 2014 NSF Report: “A critical problem in cyber security is a lack of reliable, consistently reported data about security incidents. The lack of data makes it difficult for others to learn from these attacks, and is leading to misplaced priorities.” Participants generally agreed that this problem statement, though “not wrong,” was insufficient. One participant noted that the problem was not so much “data,” something the cybersecurity industry is awash in, but rather “information, knowledge, and wisdom,” referencing the DIKW pyramid for Data, Information, Knowledge, and Wisdom. Raw data on cyber incidents (such as malware samples, email, IP, and web addresses used in the attack) are quite often shared, and there are already strong mechanisms for this sharing, and they continue to be improved. Transforming this data into useful “information” continues to be a challenge. The core value an incident investigation board can provide is to extract both knowledge and wisdom in understanding why an incident occurred and what to do about it. Another participant reframed this as a challenge of “data vs. narrative” – that we lack a full and complete picture of why incidents occur from which we can draw lessons learned. Another participant noted that the problem we are trying to solve is not so much the “lack of reliable, consistently reported data” but that for most incidents an investigation to understand why the incident occurred is never undertaken in the first place, let alone shared externally.

Participants also agreed that a lack of understanding of how incidents occur and what can prevent them does lead to misplaced priorities in terms of investments, but that this was also too limiting a statement. A robust lessons learned system could help organizations prioritize decisions around what products they rely on, how they operate them, what controls they implement, and should also help to identify problems with the implementation of controls. It can lead to their refinement, highlight the need for new classes of controls, identify weaknesses in regulatory

21 See NSF, footnote 15.
mechanisms, and make the community aware of tool failures. Other participants noted that when investigations do occur, they are not always rigorous, objective, or independent. Sometimes, investigations can be politically motivated, and when conducted under the threat of litigation, there may be a desire to avoid inconveniently discovering too much. Several participants raised the point that the failure to understand how incidents occur and to share these lessons learned provides an advantage to the attacker, who can continue to use the same approaches on multiple targets without concern that their tactics will become commonly known.

Based on these and other observations, a revised problem statement was developed:

“Cybersecurity problems abound. The cause of these problems, and thus the most effective way to reduce them in future, is unclear and hotly contested within the cybersecurity community. The lack of independent, objective investigations into cyber incidents hampers the development of a virtuous cycle of ongoing improvement in cybersecurity. Without a process for understanding how incidents occur, and sharing these lessons learned, cybersecurity will continue to be more art than science.”
Assumptions Behind A Cyber NTSB

As noted above, many experts in the field of cybersecurity have concluded that an “NTSB” is necessary. Implicitly or explicitly, each of these experts has drawn this conclusion on the basis of a series of assumptions about how information on incidents is collected and shared currently and how these processes could be improved. Facilitators worked with participants to draw out and capture the following assumptions.

Assumption 1: The aviation industry models a form of risk management that the cybersecurity industry should adopt

The aviation industry improves safety based on a shared understanding of the history, nature, and causes of aviation incidents, and the cybersecurity industry can benefit from those lessons. There are, however, important differences that should be noted. First, aviation puts at risk the life of pilots, passengers, crew members, and people on the ground. Thus, the aviation industry is strongly incentivized toward safety. In most cybersecurity incidents (though this may be changing), lives are not at risk and business or operational pressures may take priority over security. Second, aviation is a heavily regulated industry that relies on the government to perform essential functions like air traffic control. The IT industry, by contrast, is largely unregulated, and use of technology within regulated industries is often not subject to cybersecurity regulations (again, this is changing). Finally, aviation lessons learning systems are primarily concerned with safety rather than security. This distinction is important because adaptive adversaries may learn just as much from an incident review as defenders. Notably, in the case of suspected intentional and criminal acts, the
NTSB cedes primary investigation authority to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.23

Assumption 2: We do not know why major incidents happen

Underlying the need for lessons learning systems for cybersecurity is an assumption that the cybersecurity community does not understand why major incidents occur or how to prevent them. Senior and respected technology industry participants voiced the view that we do in fact “know the causes of major incidents” and “we know what we need to do to prevent them.” (One participant asked “if we know what we need to do, why do we have so many different security standards?”) Incident reports routinely find that incidents can be prevented by improving “basic cybersecurity hygiene.” Yet, public understanding of incidents may differ markedly from what those with access to privileged information conclude. One participant shared a peer-reviewed paper on the root causes of five incidents.24 Another participant had worked as an expert witness in lawsuits surrounding one of those incidents and stated that the paper was incorrect, and the facts of that case were not publicly known. Disagreeing on the causes of incidents and prescribing “simple” measures that “just” fix the problem is far from uncommon in cybersecurity.

23 As noted earlier, the aviation industry is not the only one with a robust lessons-learned system of review. We see it, as well, for example, in the healthcare industry. Our focus on aviation here is the product of two factors: it is the most commonly identified analog and it involves a government agency whose activities and effects are more readily understood than private-sector processes. This focus should not, however, be monomaniacal -- we believe that research into other lessons-learned processes can also inform the discussion.

Assumption 3: Private Response and Law Enforcement Investigations are Insufficient

Law enforcement investigates many cybersecurity incidents, but not all. For example, incidents stemming from a misconfiguration of a storage system, exposing personal information, are reasonably common, but no crime has been committed. Proposals for the creation of a cybersecurity board modeled on the NTSB presuppose that existing cyber incident investigation mechanisms are insufficient. When a cyber investigation board was first proposed in 1991, law enforcement forensic capacity was nascent and heavily dependent on academic investigators. 25 Today, Federal, state, and even local law enforcement agencies have developed specialized cybercrime investigative capacity.

Despite these developments, the main issue raised in the National Academies report remains – we lack a mechanism for "gathering information about incidents...that makes this information available to those who need it." 26 Private sector incident responders are not routinely generating lessons learned for consumption by product creators, the cybersecurity community as a whole, or the broader community of technology implementers or operators. The current market prioritizes response, generally run for the benefit of the victim, with the goal of containment and eradication, not deep investigations for understanding the causes of incidents so that similar ones can be avoided in the future. Many of these investigations are organized in ways strongly driven by expectations of lawsuits, which limits both the dissemination of findings and interest in probing failures too deeply. They are also driven by cost considerations: what is the lowest cost fix that will address the problem? That may be defined as low-cost to an insurer or victim, and may or may not reflect the likelihood of recurrence.

Assumption 4: Investigations by regulators are insufficient

Given existing regulatory regimes that require incident reporting and include broad authorities for setting cybersecurity requirements,

investigations by regulators might, in some ways, fulfill the function of a board. Workshop attendees shared several stories about investigations that were driven by regulators, and that those investigations went deeper (and cost significantly more) than a typical incident response engagement. Regulators drew important lessons from those investigations and imparted those lessons through regulatory examinations and rule changes. Yet these types of investigations seem to be rare and the results are not widely shared. Several attendees with years of experience working inside heavily regulated organizations could not recall any event in which a reported incident triggered a deeper investigation or mandated that one be conducted. Moreover, an important role for an independent NTSB-like entity is to evaluate the activities of regulators and make recommendations for improving their work. Such self-criticism may be difficult for a regulatory body to engage in. As a result, the NTSB performs an investigation, rather than the FAA.

Assumption 5: Investigations by insurers are insufficient

Many people express the hope the cyber insurance industry will create a positive reinforcing loop of understanding problems and disseminating recommendations in order to reduce future claims, perhaps along the model of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. Yet this idea has been discussed for over two decades and has not materialized.

An investigation that determines root causes will cost more than one that only determines immediate fault or eligibility for payout. These higher costs may be more than the insurance market can bear in the near term given high payout rates and fierce competition. More work could be done on how to make the insurance industry fulfill this role, possibly in partnership with government. There are likely important scientific questions into what an insurer should measure, how to measure those

---

27 One story was of an incident where attackers “printed money” by tampering with a database of ATM card limits, and then printing fake ATM cards to withdraw money. The regulators used discretionary powers and derived a lesson on the importance of integrity measures.

things in a cost-effective way, what the costs or benefits would be to a shared insurance model, and what its limitations would be.

Assumption 6: Objective third party investigations are more valuable than inside investigations

Many disagreements over the need for additional lesson-learning tools centered on perceptions of adequacy. For example, one participant wrote “root cause analysis is often best done by or close to the people who made and fixed the mistake. It doesn't need a government agency and results can either be kept in the organization that made the mistake or shared more broadly depending on circumstances.” Others expressed a variety of concerns this strategy raises: while some organizations perform such root cause analysis, not all do. The organizations that perform root cause analysis may not be skilled at it, or they may consider it a formality, best rushed. Those who contributed to a mistake or those close to them may carry biases or be influenced by politics or even personal relationships.

Assumption 7: Legal privilege, lawsuits, and prosecutions will continue to limit the scope and dissemination of most private investigations

When organizations do request a deep investigation, they are often performed under legal privilege with investigators engaged via law firms. Even with legal privilege as a protection, victims are not incentivized to understand why the incident occurred because the “facts” of such an investigation might not be privileged and could be subject to discovery in lawsuits. Findings may become public as part of court cases but that may take a decade or more. Similarly, Federal investigators often produce detailed understandings of adversary activity inside victim systems as part of their investigation. These may also take years to be released in the form of an indictment. Indictments are written to convict criminals, not to help the defensive community learn.
It may be that these concerns could be addressed by public policy. Broad liability protection would obviously be attractive to companies, but legislators are wary of giving blanket protection, and even the more narrow questions of the interaction of state and Federal breach laws continue to fester.

Assumption 8: The Existence of an Intelligent Adversary Does Not Doom a Cyber NTSB

Except for a small number of terrorist attacks, almost all aviation incidents are the result of human or system error, weather events, or mechanical malfunction. When aviation incidents are known or suspected to be the result of intentional action, responsibility for the investigation shifts to the FBI, with the NTSB in a supporting role. The presence of active and often determined adversaries may change the dynamic of cyber incident investigations in significant ways.

The existence of an intelligent adversary adds complexity or challenges to each part of the process of investigating cyber incidents but does not mean that such investigations should not be undertaken. Some example challenges include: the discovery of an incident may be impeded by adversaries hiding; analysis may be made more complex by deletion of evidence or by questions of ‘would defense X have stopped them, or would they have found another path?’ Publishing news of a new attacker tactic may lead adversaries to change those tactics. Top intelligence agencies are believed to study defender activities to find ways around them.

It is clear from the literature that those advocating for a cyber NTSB were using the NTSB concept as a rough analogy and that the community readily accepts and expects that a cyber incident investigative board is going to investigate incidents primarily if not exclusively caused by malicious adversaries.

Discovery and Incident Identification

This section captures findings on how a board can discover that incidents have occurred and how to determine whether they merit investigation. The workshop identified many fascinating research questions, some very broad and others quite specific. For readability, we have enumerated research questions at the end of the document.

How Can A Board Become Aware Of Incidents?

Any investigator needs mechanisms by which they become aware of incidents to investigate. Unlike in aviation or surface accidents, most cyber incidents are not kinetic in nature — there is no explosion or crash site. Therefore, in order for a board to investigate it will first need to discover that an incident took place. In aviation, the existence of pilot certificates and the ability for authorities to revoke them is a powerful incentive for pilots to comply with reporting requirements. Airlines are wary of crossing the FAA. More important, however, is that the lives of pilots, passengers, and people on the ground are at stake in any aviation accident.

In contrast, there is a culture of secrecy around cybersecurity incidents due to fear of liability on the part of companies. Given this reality, the first challenge for any cyber investigative board is going to be discovery.

FINDING: Existing Incident Reporting Mechanisms Could Inform a Board

There are many requirements to report certain cybersecurity incidents to either regulators or the public. Yet there are also broad categories of incidents that do not require reporting and judgement calls that companies can make about when to report incidents. Those judgement calls impose hard-to-measure limits on what fraction of incidents are reported. An
investigation board would likely still have more possible investigations than capacity, but self-reporting would likely have a greater impact on statistical analysis.

- Existing requirements for private firms to report incidents to regulators include the following:
  - The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) imposes requirements on the electric sector\(^{30}\).
  - The Department of Defense imposes requirements for the defense industrial base\(^{31}\).
  - The FCC has mandatory confidential reporting by telecom carriers of outages that meet certain thresholds\(^{32}\).
  - The SEC requires companies to report material risks to their shareholders (and thus the public.)\(^{33}\)
  - The Department of Health and Human Services has requirements for notifying both victims and the department when health data is compromised\(^{34}\).
  - State laws require notices to victims and sometimes state regulators when personal data is lost. Some states publish these notices.

Whether these notifications to regulators could be shared with the CSRB or another board is an open question, and likely dependent on statutory details. In addition, there are gaps in these reporting requirements. Most intellectual property theft and financial harm never become public and very few incidents are judged to be material under current SEC guidelines.


There is also a widespread belief amongst security professionals that companies actively avoid reporting incidents even when it is required by law.

Best practices for how to report incidents were raised. Two systems in the telecoms industry may be useful analogues. NORS (Network Outage Reporting System) and DIRS (Disaster Information Reporting System) respectively require mandatory confidential reporting when a network is out for more than a given threshold, or when an issue occurs in a given area designated as a disaster zone. Design of a reporting system deserves further study.

The requirements for federal agencies to report greatly differ from those imposed on private firms. Federal civilian agencies are required to report cyber incidents to the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), while defense-related agencies report to DoD. It is likely that Federal agency notifications could be shared.

FINDING: Cybersecurity and IT Lack Incentives for (Effective) Voluntary Reporting and the Levers for Enforcing Mandatory Reporting

There are few reasons to voluntarily report an incident, and attempts to address inhibitors, increase information sharing, or add incentives have not led to significant increases in disclosures. Successive administrations and Congress have taken significant steps to address liability concerns with sharing information on cyber incidents. The Department of Justice and the Commerce Department have clarified that information sharing does not violate antitrust laws, and the Cybersecurity and Information Sharing Act of 2015, among other laws, has provided strong protections for companies sharing information with Federal agencies.

For more information on NORS, see: https://www.fcc.gov/network-outage-reporting-system-nors; for more information on DIRS, see https://www.fcc.gov/general/disaster-information-reporting-system-dirs-0

More attempts to address concerns of liability protection are not likely to increase voluntary disclosure of incidents unless they are explicitly tied to reporting. Liability protection alone is unrelated to reporting and in fact may simply increase the desire for confidentiality or opacity.

**FINDING: Board Awareness Could be Enhanced by Individuals Reporting/Whistleblowing**

The Association for Computing Machinery Code of Ethics requires reporting of data breaches: “Computing professionals should also take steps to ensure parties affected by data breaches are notified in a timely and clear manner, providing appropriate guidance and remediation.” However, it is a truism in cybersecurity that most incidents are never publicly known. In many industrial and technical areas, public policy encourages and protects whistleblowers in various forms. Aviation near-miss reporting is done by individuals, not companies. The ASRS incident reporting form does not even ask about employment. An investigative board could have a hotline for reporting and online collection forms, as well as whistleblowing that the information it is receiving is inaccurate or incomplete. Protections for incident reporters should be clarified.

Beyond incidents, there are regularly cases where staff believe that a company is not making appropriate investments in security. These investments could be either investments in the security of products it sells, or in the operational systems it uses to deliver to customers. An example

---


is the case of SolarWinds employee Ian Thornton-Trump. In brief, Mr Thornton-Trump created a 23 page presentation, including the claim that “the survival of the company depends on an internal commitment to security.” There have been calls for Congress to provide whistleblower protection.

**FINDING: Reporting forms and taxonomies involve tradeoffs**

Having a form to fill out can be attractive to those who have to report because it allows for assurance that all mandatory data elements are included. Generally, there are common elements in each incident, including duration, severity, people involved, if CVEs were noted, reasonable confidence on the geography of the servers/devices and of the attackers/defenders, and so forth. Having a form filled out is attractive to statisticians, who get their data pre-coded by those near the event. Using a standardized form imposes a taxonomy and a view of events, and has consequences on the sorts of analysis that can or will be done. The ASRS system has a small set of checkboxes about the flight and operator, and two open-ended questions:

- Describe event/situation (“Discuss those that you think are relevant and anything else you think is important. Include what you believe really caused the problem, and what can be done to prevent a recurrence”)
- The form also encourages respondents to “keep in mind the chain of events and human performance considerations.”

---


42 NASA ARC 277B, General Report Form (Download and Print version), Aviation Safety Reporting System, [https://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/docs/general.pdf](https://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/docs/general.pdf)
The form drives the design of the database; changes to the form require either a process of adjusting older data or understanding that some queries cannot be run across the full historical data. Within the workshop there was substantive disagreement over the costs and benefits of forms and taxonomies. What is clear is that trend analysis, an important function of the actual NTSB and ASRS, would be greatly aided by standardizing reporting forms and taxonomies. It is also clear that such taxonomies would enable some forms of research, and inhibit others. For example, a form could say “did the attacker get in via ☐ Hacking ☐ social engineering,” or it could say “did the attacker get in via ☐ SQL injection ☐ buffer overflow ☐ phishing ☐ sophisticated methods.” The structure of a form represents the expectations of the creators of the form, and so there is a tradeoff between trend analysis and other goals.

How Should a Board Select What to Investigate?

There are a lot of cybersecurity incidents. For an indication of the scale, in the second half of 2018, 41,502 breaches were reported to European authorities under the General Data Protection Regulation. While we are not aware of such a cross-sectoral, broad-based number for the United States, it is likely that similar reporting criteria in the United States would produce a comparable number of breaches. Even with limited awareness, there are too many incidents to investigate each one. Thus, investigative bodies will require clear criteria for selecting incidents to investigate.

FINDING: A Board will require criteria for selecting events to investigate

In the creation of the CSRB, the President established criteria for its reviews that are tied to the standup of the Unified Coordination Group

---

(UCG) under PPD-41’s definition of a significant cyber incident. The executive order also makes clear that the President and the Secretary of Homeland Security may direct an investigation. While these definitions and triggers make sense, adding more quantitative or objective measures may be appropriate.

For example, a threshold of investigation of USD 20 million would result in roughly 50 investigations over 5 years. Separately, the personal information of 10 million people may be an appropriate starting point. It may also be prudent to require investigation of any incident that results in loss of life or any incident that disrupts critical infrastructure. However, these factors may not be the only ones that are sensible. For example, in 2020, Vastaamo, a Finland-based company focused on providing mental health counseling, was targeted in a ransomware attack that resulted in 40,000 psychotherapy patients having their medical records compromised. According to Vastaamo, the attackers leaked 300 patients’ therapy session notes and held numerous others’ for ransom, threatening to release their medical information. Such an event could warrant the attention of a board.

FINDING: NTSB Investigates “Trends” and Incidents

The NTSB is well known for investigating accidents. Less well-known is that the NTSB also investigates trends. For instance, in the early 1990s, the NTSB investigated why improvements in aviation safety were plateauing. Given the growth in the industry, without continued reduction in the rate of crashes, a continual string of incidents would have scared the general

public away from flying even if incidents were not occurring at a higher rate.

There is currently no entity charged with identifying common cybersecurity failures that if corrected could prevent broad, ecosystem failures as a matter of public good. A goal could be to identify what are the common failures. For instance, a board might examine data from the Verizon Data Breach Investigation Report\(^\text{48}\) that identifies trends in attack patterns and might seek to understand what can be done to address these patterns. It could analyze claims that a particular defense is “easy” to deploy and identify and assess reasons that it was not. It might also analyze claims that a particular defense “would/could” have stopped a given attack. A board could also investigate trends in the adoption or the failure to adopt technologies with proven security benefits.

Investigation

Once a board has identified an incident worthy of review, it will need to investigate the incident in order to produce findings and recommendations for the victim, defenders, regulators, and the wider community. This

section provides an overview of findings from the workshop on how investigations should be structured and the capabilities and authorities necessary to carry them out.

**How should investigations run?**

Different kinds of investigations will require different skills to conduct, including technical, investigatory, and legal skills. Some investigations will require more legal knowledge, especially as not all investigations will be necessarily cooperative or voluntary. Some will require advanced technical and forensic knowledge. Flexibility will be needed in the allocation and use of resources in these investigations.

**FINDING: Subpoena Authority Will Likely Be Necessary for a Board to Succeed**

While the CSRB may be able to gain participation from affected parties in the SolarWinds incident, in other, lower-profile incidents where the victims have not been as forthcoming, it is likely that an investigation for the purpose of extracting and publicizing lessons learned will require a degree of the heavy arm of the state. The NTSB has the authority to compel witnesses to testify and to subpoena documents. While these authorities are a crucial backstop, the aviation community tends to work in a spirit of community interest in making flying safe and is forthcoming with materials, witnesses, etc. We can hope that with sufficient authority behind it, the CSRB or any subsequently created investigative entity could also operate in the same cooperative manner that the NTSB enjoys.

---

FINDING: Fact-Finding Should be Collaborative but Analysis Independent

In aviation incidents, many members of the aviation community may contribute to fact-finding. This process is carried out through a “party” system in which the NTSB will designate organizations and individuals that are relevant to the investigation as “parties”. The parties help develop the timeline of the incident and provide technical expertise related to investigation. These parties, however, are excluded from the NTSB’s analysis and recommendation development and do not review or contribute to the final report, though they may submit their own recommendations for consideration.\(^{50}\) It should also be noted only individuals with relevant technical expertise are allowed to represent an organization in an investigation, while attorneys and insurance investigators are prohibited.\(^{51}\)

It is important to note that the parties should be read broadly: in a plane crash, it is not just the airline, but the airplane manufacturer and their suppliers whose parts may have been faulty, mis-installed, or poorly maintained. Each of these has a responsibility to make parts which are “fit for purpose” and there will be nuance in bringing that to the security of software. Issues will include changing threat landscapes, discovery of new attack patterns, response to such discovery (it may be impossible to create an update which is both compatible and more secure), and the obligations of the creators of open source software.

An incident like SolarWinds illustrates a challenge to the party system. In an NTSB investigation, there may be a few parties: the airline, an airport, the pilot’s union.\(^{52}\) In SolarWinds roughly nine federal agencies and one


hundred companies were broken into, and thousands impacted.\textsuperscript{53} Even the former group might stretch the norms of the party system, or the capacity of an agency to collect and process reports on a rapid basis.

FINDING: Investigator independence produces different recommendations

For a major attack by a motivated adversary, there may be several unrelated investigations, and those investigations probably serve different interests. For example, the victim may have hired a commercial incident response firm; their insurers may have hired another, each of which will perform a direct analysis of impacted systems. Simultaneously, the FBI might be investigating the crime, and be sent a “law enforcement referral package,” and the intelligence community may be engaged in either a surreptitious attempt to discover what’s happening, or a more noticeable “sending a message” activity. All of these stakeholders in an investigation have motivations and fears, and these inevitably influence the direction, management, and resourcing for investigation, as well as the product of the investigation, including framing, findings, and recommendations, and the distribution of the investigatory products. Investigations by victims, insurers, and regulators each have a place, and their dynamics and outcomes are different from investigations that run independently of them.

Independent investigators, charged with improving public understanding or improving the safety, security, or resilience of systems will investigate differently, and produce different results. For example, they may look at contributing factors differently, and be more interested in facts than fault. Independence of analysts is crucial for the investigation of high-impact incidents. Without independence, decisions that may have contributed to the incident may never be re-examined. As an example, we talk a great deal about “vulnerabilities,” the technological issues that attackers exploit.

But the computer industry tends to discount issues caused by human action, like clicking on a link in email, while disregarding that there is no actionable advice on how to choose what links to click that can be followed in a reasonable amount of time. An independent analysis might lead to a deeper understanding of contributing factors.

There are regular attempts by regulators to obtain factual knowledge. For example, in June 2021, the SEC sent a letter to companies that may have been impacted by SolarWinds. A Reuters news story said “If the issuers and investment firms respond to the letters by disclosing details about the breaches, they would not be subject to enforcement actions related to historical failures, including internal accounting control failures, the people said.” (The article is unclear if “people” means SEC staff.) It is unlikely that an anonymous quote in a news article will result in lawyers recommending full transparency and meeting the SEC’s goals.

Throughout this report, we have asked questions such as “who would benefit from independent analysis” and “what are the existing mechanisms for the delivery of such information”? Implicit in that formulation is an underlying conclusion that we now make explicit – there is a value to having a neutral, independent source of analysis and a Cyber NTSB is a likely storehouse for that value.

That instinct that a “ground truth” would be useful lies behind, for example, the related suggestion for an international attribution consortium – and it is equally applicable here. It seems likely that a respected, neutral, independent, and experienced source of incident analysis would provide a value-add to any number of stakeholders and that the lack of such a source is restraining policy development that may be dependent on such a source.

---


55 Ibid

FINDING: There is value in slow, careful investigations

There is also an issue of speed: the value of rapidly producing reports and sharing indicators or TTPs\textsuperscript{57} is understood, but what possibilities could more careful analysis illuminate? For example, NTSB reports can take years to come out, while the Executive Order required a report on SolarWinds within 90 days of the standup of the board. We believe it would be to the public benefit to make such choices with a more explicit understanding of what a longer, more costly investigation might reveal.

Also associated with the drive for fast investigations is a widespread belief that “cyber is fast moving,” but that belief is rarely quantified other than to describe the increasing number of devices on the web or the number of hostile attacks using specific cataloged vulnerabilities. At a less granular level, e.g. stack smashing versus heap overflows or phishing for credential theft or delivery of exploits, the change seems to be quite slow.

During the workshop, we characterized investigation speed into fast, medium, and slow, as shown in Table 1: Speed-Action. Each type of investigation has useful outputs, and the outputs serve different purposes.

\footnote{“Indicators” are technical details like an IP address or domain name used by an attacker. TTPs refers to “Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures” meaning the details of how a particular attacker tends to operate.}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Quick</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Slow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actions by defenders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions by product developers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions by standards groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Speed-Action
Longer, more thorough investigations that may require deeper systems and network forensics, more interviews, or more analysis may yield the most value. At the same time, following the model of the NTSB, boards should release preliminary findings and recommendations as soon as they can. Final reports can explicitly correct the record. We hope the Federal response to the SolarWinds incident will model this kind of effort.

The in-depth investigation that FireEye conducted into its own breach was intense and thorough but focused on understanding how the attacker gained access. By deeply investigating an apparently minor incident, FireEye found an unexpectedly substantial compromise within their organization. What apparently started as a single multi-factor authentication failure led their investigators to identify what we now call “the SolarWinds incident”, one of the most far-ranging espionage campaigns of the cyber era. Had they chosen not to investigate why there was a failed attempt to add a multi-factor device, we might still be unaware of this campaign.

As an investigations firm, they have access to tools, skills, and baseline information which make such an investigation easier and more productive. It is unclear what led to their persistence in this case, or how often such persistence pays off. It is also unclear how much the investigation would have cost if they had performed it for a third party. FireEye’s CEO has said that over a weeks-long period the company had “over 100 of our employees working virtually around the clock” on the investigation. What FireEye has not shared is what tools and controls failed to stop or detect the adversary. While FireEye deserves credit for the investigation, they also had a vested interest in sharing limited information with the public and other cybersecurity companies and did not share details on why their other tools failed to detect the incident, demonstrating some limits of in-house investigations. The CSRB or other investigative boards could potentially continue this investigation.

What should a board investigate?

A board should investigate all of the facts surrounding an incident, including at least what happened, how it happened, and how it was discovered and addressed. Some of the answers will be technical: data produced by software, and actions software took. Other answers will be decisions and actions taken by people. Both are relevant to understanding the incident.

FINDING: Product, Tool, and Control Failure Are All Important, and Rarely Investigated or Reported

The CSRB or any other board should not be shy about identifying when tools failed to detect the kind of behavior that they were designed to detect, or prevent the things they were marketed as protecting against. Some of those failures will be that products were designed to resist or detect this kind of malicious activity, and did not. Another failure may be that security was not considered in product development. Those failures may include poor design, difficulty in deployment, configuration, use or response. We know from aviation that each of these can be a contributing factor for real world incidents. There may also have been issues in integration between tools. Analysis by one cybersecurity vendor shows that many common endpoint detection and response tools were circumvented by the adversary in the SolarWinds case.\(^{59}\) We can also assume that many network tools and deception tools also failed to pick up signs of the activity. Discovering and stating the facts around these tool-centered contributing factors should be a component of the final report.

Similarly, it is likely that investigations will find that standardized security controls were not properly implemented or that guidance was insufficient. Thus, investigators should pay particular attention to how the implementation of controls failed and make recommendations for clarifying or expanding controls.

---

FINDING: A Board Can Discover why seemingly obvious improvements are not adopted

There are many apparently obvious solutions to commonly experienced security problems which are not in use. (These are often labeled as “hygiene” or “security 101”). There are rules-of-thumb in security which seem obvious, like ‘patch your systems.’ Applying patches can be complex or risky, and it can be more time-consuming than expected. Understanding why apparently cost-effective and sensible security fixes are not immediately adopted is an extremely important function a board could address, and it may also be a research goal. Again, there is tension over when or how or if the board should consider counterfactuals, hypotheticals and what-ifs.

FINDING: NTSB Evaluates Regulators and Regulations

While the NTSB is not a regulator, it does play a crucial role in evaluating the role of regulators and regulation as a part of investigations. The NTSB evaluates both whether regulatory requirements are sufficient and clear and whether regulatory audit and enforcement functions were operating well surrounding an incident. Thus, one important reason the NTSB is independent is so that it can criticize the actions of regulators and identify gaps in their regulations. This finding is important for the development of the CSRB as its host agency, CISA, as well as other Federal regulators may come under scrutiny. A cycle whereby the CSRB is continually evaluating and helping to improve the work of Federal agencies as they support private sector organizations should be encouraged.

---

What investigative techniques should be used?

There are many styles of investigation and analysis. The NTSB uses a party system in which it formally designates organizations or individuals as parties to the investigation. Investigating failures in complex, high reliability systems is a skillset that must be developed. The absence of single points of failure is a hallmark of a high-reliability design. And so failures in such systems rarely have a single “root cause,” and investigators look at contributing factors, including human factors and control failures. They use techniques that look to delve deeper than finding a root cause or operator error.

FINDING: “Contributing Factors” is a better approach than Root Cause Analysis

Aviation and other high safety fields have eliminated single points of failure, and as such, there never is a single root cause but rather a series of “contributing factors.” The tradeoffs in investigative structures that try to understand the causes of incidents and prevent their emergence elsewhere have been studied deeply in the context of safety, reliability, and resilience. A series of “contributing factors” likely led to the ultimate bad outcome. In some cases, correction of any single contributing factor may have prevented the bad outcome.

In contrast, cybersecurity professionals often focus on understanding the “one thing” that led to an incident. For example, guidance from the Center for Internet Security and the Department of Defense both call for incident investigators to understand “root causes.”

---

61 Department of Defense, Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) Version 1.02, March 18, 2020, [IR 2.097], https://www.acq.osd.mil/cmmc/docs/CMMC_ModelMain_V1_02_20200318.pdf; Center for Internet Security, CIS Controls Version 8, [16.3], https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/v8/. Root cause analysis, as called for in both the CMMC and CIS Controls, is important for treating cyber incidents as isolated events rather than as a systemic issue. IR 2.097 in NIST CMMC and CIS 19.6 are both about “root cause” vs. “contributing factors”. Root cause analysis is, as previously mentioned, often part of treating cyber incidents as isolated instead of systemic.
It is important to recall that security has adversaries that safety does not, and adversaries may adapt. A determined adversary will adapt to the barriers they encounter, with various levels of success. Some participants made arguments for considering the controls which were not implemented, or features that “should” have been built into products. Others expressed concern that that would be a license for speculation and could undercut the fact-driven nature of an investigation. The CSRB should keep this finding in mind as it investigates the SolarWinds Incident and incidents in the future.

FINDING: “5 Whys” Analysis is an important tool

One of the benefits of the NTSB style of analysis is that very few things ever trace back solely to “pilot error,” because it usually takes a chain of events and multiple inputs to create a catastrophic error in a resilient system. That is acknowledged in aviation, but somehow, in cybersecurity, there always seems to be one single person who made one single catastrophic error, and blaming/firing them solves the problem entirely. Perhaps relatedly, large company Chief Information Security Officers have a stunningly short average tenure of 26 months.62

A 5 whys analysis consists of repeatedly asking why and applying some judgment to when to stop. Other than that, it’s much like being around a three-year-old. For example, there was a memory-based buffer overflow. Why?

- Because Adam wrote a bad line of code. Why?
- Because it’s hard to use strncpy. Why don’t we remove those? 63
- Because there’s an awful lot of them. Why can’t we do it anyway?


63 The C language has a function call, strnpy, which copies “n” characters from one string to another, and is known to be hard to use safely. Modern systems have replacements which are better designed.
One participant suggested that the result of such a 5 whys analysis would always be “because the code was written in C, and should be re-written in a memory safe language.” Such an outcome would be about as useful as “don’t fly in snowy conditions.” In practice, the NTSB might find fault with a pilot for flying in Instrument Meteorological Conditions without an instrument rating, and ASRS has issued a good deal of guidance about effective de-icing practice. Like other analytic techniques, “5 Whys” should be treated as a guide, not a constraint.64

**FINDING: Human Factors Should Be Included but “Human Error” Should be Discounted**

Overworked engineers or systems administrators — much like a pilot flying on too little rest— are likely to be important contributors to incidents. Bad system design, lack of planning, poor usability, and notification fatigue may be contributors to incidents. Systems design, management prioritization, and security culture will also be contributors. Do job requirements explain a safe route to completion? For example, if someone is processing invoices, their job involves a constant stream of opening documents from new correspondents outside the firm. Is there a documented way to do so safely, and has that person been trained in what to do if something suspicious happens? Are they rewarded for raising concerns?

It is common to see the passive voice or a deflection used when describing how incidents occur in technical cybersecurity issues or malfunctions. An example of this is found in a news story about an incident and its post mortem. The issue was a change pushed out by a single engineer – who was subsequently blamed for the resultant outage.65 In that article, an executive is quoted “For whatever reason that we don’t understand, the employee decided to do a global deployment.” A commenter explained it as, “Someone was breathing down their neck to get the release out there NOW and we don’t want to name them.”

Blaming a single engineer in a large company is not just an oversimplification. There is often pressure from above, or systemic or cultural pressure to operate according to custom that causes this kind of error. The public “root cause analysis” provided by the company above does not actually state why the change was done in the way it was done, which is an obvious next question if using a “5 whys” style of analysis that could actually help prevent future incidents of this type.66

Reporting and Data Usage

Any investigations board will maximize the impact of its investigations by publishing its reports to the extent practicable. Independent, thoughtful and reliable investigations are rare in cybersecurity. There is a lack of reliable data about incidents that can be used to build a coherent and consistent narrative about what has actually happened in cybersecurity, much less around which to build policy and incident response plans. Often, when reliable data is produced, it can disappear as links rot on the internet. There are few sources of truth, and little incentive to build careful history.

What values can be improved by public reporting?

There is value in a shared narrative about the major events in cybersecurity. The lack of a shared set of facts of an incident in the immediate aftermath of that incident means that the defender community is often attempting to shift tactics and implement tools in response to an incident that they do not fully understand. In the case of the 2011 RSA hack, there was a great deal of contemporaneous reporting. However, a decade later when non-disclosure agreements expired, important new facts emerged about that incident. That reporting states multiple opportunities to detect and stop the attacker were missed. Many of these mistakes happened prior to the loss of the seed values for the then-heavily-relied on authentication devices sold by RSA.\(^\text{67}\) Rapid investigation with published results would have proved valuable. In many ways, the snarky Twitter hot take can appear to be the extent of analysis that’s published. Frequently, a claim is put forth that something that wasn’t done was “security 101.” It is unfortunately rare that those making those claims point to a list, such as an actual introductory (“101”) course. The disrespect and snark that are often heaped on victims are not helpful. Respectful, thoughtful analysis is rare.

FINDING: Cybersecurity lacks objective, preserved records and history

One of the under-appreciated aspects of NTSB reports is that they are authoritative, concentrated, and factual history. Even though airplane crashes are heavily reported in local, national, and international news, those reports are sometimes incorrect, frequently incomplete, and their accessibility in five to ten years may be limited.

Recently, one author spent a good few days trying to track down some facts related to Stuxnet, widely considered to be one of the seminal international cybersecurity events of 2010 because of its use of several 0-day vulnerabilities. The details were in a set of blogs, tweets, and corporate reports, some of which were even still accessible via the internet archive.68

At the moment, no one is charged with producing and maintaining authoritative reports. The technical reports that do exist are gathered in personal repositories or corporate blogs, and tend to disappear over time, while some less authoritative or more sensational reporting in traditional news venues may preserve inaccuracies far longer.

FINDING: How organizations select and prioritize controls is hampered by the lack of authoritative data, narrative, and analysis

Industry participants assured us that they know what goes wrong and what to do about it. Insurers told us that one of the values they deliver is help in getting management buy-in for those things. Stories of management refusal to fund technology maintenance or upgrades are legion.

As we were writing this report, the White House issued a memo, “What We Urge You To Do To Protect Against The Threat of Ransomware,” containing five items “we urge you to do now,” and four “high impact steps” that

companies should take. The letter does not contextualize these controls to other advice from the US Government, such as NIST CSE, NIST 800-53, FedRAMP or CMMC guidance. The steps listed seem like fine steps to take, but prompt the question “why are these things not already being done?” Are corporate executives unconvinced that backing up data and testing those procedures is necessary? The mention of the step in a White House memo suggests that it may be being lost in the noise, not funded, or otherwise not prioritized and properly deployed.

It is likely that the CSRB will find that products were not designed with security in mind, that they were misconfigured, or that commonly accepted cybersecurity controls were not effectively implemented. The CSRB should not stop its analysis there. Cybersecurity controls, even at the most well-intentioned companies, are often not rigorously, completely or comprehensively implemented. They may lack precision or they may not be realistic in operational settings. The CSRB should make recommendations to all regulators on how specific controls should be revised. These recommendations should be made public and catalogued so that industry can evaluate and adopt them ahead of their formal acceptance by these bodies or by regulatory agencies.

As with the work of the actual NTSB, it is likely that much of the time investigators will conclude that existing and known controls were not in place or that these controls were improperly configured and tested and may make recommendations to the victim rather than recommendations to product developers, systems integrators, regulators, standards organizations, or the community at large; however, there will also likely be a smaller set of incidents where clarification or revision of product requirements or control sets will be merited or new controls deemed necessary.

FINDING: There is a need for both narrative and numbers

There are many reporting systems that produce statistics, and many that produce narratives. Each serves a purpose. Few produce both. This relates to the speed of investigation: if most data is collected into a form, then statistics are easy; if data is gathered via interviews, logs, and other less structured data, that enables narrative output and different questions. Table 2: Independence and Blame was generated during the workshop by one of the organizers to help make sense of the information and tradeoffs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-mortem</th>
<th>Company control</th>
<th>Depth/Cost(^{70})</th>
<th>Finding Facts or Faults?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blameless retrospective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whistleblower hotline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTSB investigation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/11 Commission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor driven analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Independence and Blame

Statistical questions such as “how many BEC (Business Email Compromise) attacks took place in 2020” or “how many ransomware payments took place in May, 2021” use implicit, but important taxonomies of what attacks are; further, the frequency of expected reporting is important to designing the reporting mechanism. Forms that are expected to be handled routinely need to be smaller and require different training or support than preparation to testify under oath before investigators.

\(^{70}\) As depth and cost increase, the number of investigations which are feasible decreases.
There are many questions that could be addressed by statistical analysis:

- What attacks work in 2021?
- How much is the “physics” of attacks really changing and how quickly?
- Do attackers need to win once, or must they achieve repeated wins?
- What product features are frequently attacked? Are there configuration settings which are hard to set or check? Are the defaults on those set securely?
- What products are attacked most frequently? Are those numbers related to market prevalence, and if not, what might we learn?
- What common controls don’t seem to matter (in preventing breaches or rapidly recovering from them?)
- What uncommon controls seem to help (for example, call attention to attacks more rapidly or provide unexpected benefits in remediation)?

These questions are speculative, and can be enabled by deeper research questions.

**Tensions persist, including security, transparency, and blame**

Cybersecurity professionals often communicate with each other, and not the general public. Communication skills are absolutely vital in conveying the gravity and long-term meaning of incidents while also protecting victims and the privacy of those involved.
FINDING: Blame and learning are in tension

Participants framed investigation in two distinct ways: blame and learning. (Also referred to as “fact-finding vs fault-finding.”) Perhaps unsurprisingly, and to simplify, lawyers were focused on blame (lawsuits, fines) and engineers were focused on learning from mistakes. No participant offered a system that does both, although in writing this report, the post-Apartheid Truth and Reconciliation Commissions was raised as a potential model. It is unclear how they might be ported to cybersecurity. It seems likely that a focus on either blame or learning is a policy choice for those designing the systems and being explicit about the choice, and its impact on the overall system will be useful.

FINDING: Knowledge and wisdom must be accessible to all audiences

Clear writing educates the reader, and clear writing about technology is rare. If reports contain knowledge that’s hidden behind jargon, it does not convey that knowledge. The NTSB may exhaustively detail mechanical failures and human failings. But they do so in accessible language. They explain what happened, why, and make recommendations on how to prevent it from happening again. The CSRB should invest in great writers, and resist the temptation to stifle them, require the passive voice of them, or otherwise produce bureaucratic pablum.

As cybersecurity grows in importance and scale, the need for a shared understanding of incidents that is communicable in standard terms to a lay audience grows as well. Sometimes the technical details of vulnerabilities are well documented, but the context is missing or obscured by a deluge of detail.

FINDING: Parts of reports may not be appropriate for public distribution

Workshop participants had widely diverging opinions on the need for public distribution of information about breaches. The default information
sharing choice for the NTSB is total public distribution, but there are exceptions made for things like pilots’ last words to families. There were strong reasons given to both treat much of the analysis of given incidents as confidential by default as well as making all of it public by default and this conversation led to interesting future questions about what kinds of information should be made public and which can be kept confidential without decreasing trust in the system.

Conflict over the role of confidentiality of security information has been explicit for over 100 years. The CSRB or any board will need to grapple with its default policy, and the exceptions it will make. The NTSB publishes all the facts and has a shortlist of things it won’t publish, such as cockpit recordings. There were certainly distinct perspectives on this approach amongst the participants, ranging from “protect the victims of crime” to “enable learning.”

An example issue to be decided: If a system operator has made a difficult-to-adjust decision about security, should the board obscure that fact? For example, if a company has a “flat” network, should the board avoid mentioning that? What if the design choice is replicated across an industry, perhaps because of some recommendation from an influential manufacturer? If the company doesn’t use multi-factor authentication, should the board say nothing about that? In each of these instances, it seems that an attacker will quickly and easily discover those, and for the board to note the fact of the decision and its impacts seems reasonable.

Given these considerations, the CSRB should consider releasing public reports with classified appendices.

---

71 At least since Kerckhoffs expressed as a principle that “[a] system must not require secrecy and can be stolen by the enemy without causing trouble,” as translated by Fabien Petitcolas. See Fabien Petitcolas, “Kerckhoffs’ Principles from ‘La Cryptographie Militaire,’” The Information Hiding Homepage, https://www.petitcolas.net/kerckhoffs/index.html

72 A flat network is one without internal controls, like firewalls. The systems containing things like financial information or customer data are accessible from every point in the internal network. This is usually seen as poor security, and it is common because it is easier to configure.
Near-Miss Reporting and Investigations

Throughout the workshop, the concept of near-miss reporting in aviation was continually raised as an analogy and this analogy was thoroughly explored in one session with the head of ASRS. American aviation has a successful model for learning from near misses, and that model has been adopted by both other countries and other sectors. Many of the issues with investigating incidents are simpler when at least one control has worked.

Finding: Near Miss Reporting Can Complement Incident Investigation

Many of the factors that make investigation of and reporting on incidents complex or difficult are either missing or reduced in studying “near misses”. Near misses are situations in which at least one control failed but a bad outcome was avoided. The success of a control means there is a lower likelihood of a lawsuit, and the victim can tell a positive story about controls succeeding.

Lawyers are less concerned, and attackers know there’s a chance they were caught, etc. Companies may even seek positive press coverage from the event as one did when writing a blog post about how they stopped the SolarWinds intrusion after their security product detected the malicious behavior. While they deserve credit for stopping the intrusion, if they had shared the near miss more widely or investigated it more deeply, it is possible that the investigation and sharing of the information discovered in that investigation could have revealed the campaign sooner. While they traced the compromise back to the SolarWinds server, they did not

---

conduct the kind of in-depth investigation into how the incident occurred and thus did not uncover the enormity of the problem.\textsuperscript{74}

ASRS receives roughly 100,000 near miss reports per year for aviation safety. These reports are incentivized, and treated confidentially, including rapid anonymization to ensure that the system does not retain identifiable details that would be discoverable via subpoena. This leads to an investigation that is quantitatively and qualitatively different from those conducted by NTSB.\textsuperscript{75}

Today in cybersecurity, there are systems such as MITRE’s ATT&CK which are fed by both near misses and real attacks. The addition of near-miss data aids in the anonymization and obfuscation of victim identities, and reduces concerns about “tipping off the attacker.” It is worth noting that not all near misses or even incidents are caused by “attackers.” For example, a journalist discovering that a cloud data store containing sensitive personal information was exposed is likely an incident under a variety of laws.

Finding: Near Miss Reporting Can Lead to Discovery of Incidents

Today’s regulatory regime incorporates many requirements for near-instant reporting of problems. (For example, the US Treasury proposed requiring a report within 36 hours\textsuperscript{76}, CISA requires a report of potential issues within one hour[bold in original]).\textsuperscript{77} Some of these incidents turn out to be near misses once further investigation returns results; some incidents


\textsuperscript{75} Two of the report authors have done work on adapting this approach to cybersecurity. Supra, 64.


initially thought to be near misses turn out to be real incidents. Policy goals including notification, fast response, and statistical analysis may well be served by integrating reporting, support and routing for investigation and follow up into a single point of contact. Such a “desk” could pass notifications to the right places, provide coordination, and follow up with reporters to learn more. Especially if the reports are made available to all appropriate regulators, treating a single report as evidence of good faith intent to comply with reporting regulations could meet policy goals of transparency while reducing burden on incident responders.
Research Agenda

The primary goal of this workshop has been to identify research questions around adapting lesson learning systems from aviation, and we have identified a great many such questions, spanning the hard and social sciences. We are also very aware that these lesson learning systems have an opportunity to act as “platforms”, enabling further research. Doing so is, of course, not free, and in this section, we lay out a series of recurrent issues that we could not resolve within the workshop and that require further analysis and science. We then set out specific research questions tied to each section of the report.

Recurrent Issues and Themes

There were a set of recurrent issues which we grappled with through the workshop. They include:

- The intelligent adversary problem
- Complexities of the regulatory context
- Framing of safety, security, systems or resilience
- Organizational structures of boards
- Costs and benefits of investigative boards
- Access to data

Each deserves its own workshop and research agenda.

The Intelligent Adversary Problem

The NTSB investigates accidents; criminal and/or terrorist activity is outside their remit. The existence of an intelligent adversary in cyber incidents adds complexity or challenges to each part of the process.
Some examples include: the discovery of an incident may be impeded by adversaries hiding; analysis may be made more complex by deletion of evidence or by questions of ‘would defense X have stopped them, or would they have found another path?’ Publishing news of a new attacker tactic may lead adversaries to change those tactics. Top intelligence agencies are believed to study defender activities to find ways around them.

This real myriad of challenges and differences should not be overlooked (and may inspire either or both technical and socio-technical research). At the same time, every adversary is not a ninja; every attack cannot be sophisticated if that term has any meaning. Many attackers continue to exploit published vulnerabilities for which patches are available, and/or exploit either human foibles or places where unrealistic demands are made on those people.

Cybersecurity is not unique in having adaptive adversaries. There are other sciences where adversaries adapt, such as medicine, and even those, like finance, where they may read your papers as part of an effort to outthink you. Additionally, there are important questions about the rate of adaptation by particular adversaries, and the distribution of those rates. For example, do a few highly professional attackers change regularly, while most use the same attacks for months (or years?) What is the lifetime of an “indicator” or a “tactic”? What measures of the effectiveness or usefulness of information sharing measures can we derive, noting that there may be no observation perch outside the system?

---


Some of these issues will be effectively tackled by scientific research, others may make certain problems the purview of a statistical or near-miss focused agency, and yet others may simply influence the operations of a board such as the CSRB.

Regulatory Context

Aviation is a highly regulated industry. Participants from manufacturers through pilots are licensed, the facilities they use are usually purpose-built airports, and the industry’s regulator, the FAA, coordinates with other national regulators to create a system where aviation is safe and cost-effective. This is in stark contrast to the “thicket” of laws concerning computerized and technological systems. These laws exist at the city, state, and national level, applying different and possibly contradictory rules to different industries, as well as voluntary reporting formats and frequency differences. Additionally, the NTSB was created during an earlier period where tight regulations were more common and competition within aviation was limited. Historically, aviation looked even more different than the current IT landscape. More research is needed on how to conduct lessons learned investigations against or in the absence of a regulatory backstop.

Framing and Orientation

Workshop participants came from a wide variety of industry, academic, and government backgrounds. There was vigorous discussion of the importance of framing, including risk, systems thinking, safety thinking, and cybersecurity analysis. Many participants advocated strongly for one...
of these or another.\textsuperscript{86} There are opportunities to investigate the impact of framing on the results, and each frame has much to recommend it. We did not attempt in this workshop to resolve the differences.\textsuperscript{87}

The framing we use also impacts the language we choose. In this report, we aimed to be nuanced around a collection of closely related ideas which enable learning from problems. Each of these topics deserves further study:

- The nature of the problem: is it an accident, an incident, an attack, or a near miss?
- The nature of the analysis: are we focused on learning from many problems, perhaps statistically, or fewer, in more depth? This is a spectrum with many useful points, not a one-or-the-other choice.
- The degree of independence: Who is performing the steps of data gathering and analysis?
- The utility of the effort: How transparent, accountable, and scalable are the systems we develop?
- The cost of the inquiry: At some fundamental level all data collection, analysis, and publication impose costs. Are the costs incurred outweighed by the benefits of the effort?

Product Security vs Security Products

Products must be secure. An operating system must authenticate its users, and resist attacks. Businesses construct systems from many products. For example, one might use Salesforce to manage leads, Google Apps for documents, and Slack for conversation. Someone wanting to operate all three might need a way to aggregate and analyze logs, and so security products must augment the security of individual products, and their

\textsuperscript{86} For a flavor of how heartfelt these debates are, one participant has a book chapter titled “Safety is Not a System Property.” Erik Hollnagel and David D. Woods, “Safety Is Not a System Property,” in Resilience Engineering: Concepts and Precepts, ed. Erik Hollnagel, David D. Woods, and Nancy Leveson (Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, 2006).

security must be at least as secure as the products they are meant to secure. Security incidents often have contributing factors at each level of this. Incidents can result from product security flaws, human factors flaws including products that a person can’t use securely, where the security impact of a choice is unclear, or where a person makes a slip or mistake in using a product. There are also flaws in the configuration of those products, their integration, or the application of supplemental controls. This complicates our understanding of “how incidents occur.”

The lack of a shared set of technical facts impacts many groups beyond the cybersecurity community. The broader systems engineering community, including in particular creators and operators, needs to understand what attacks must be addressed and the effectiveness of tools to address those issues. This includes the creators of both popular systems like Microsoft Windows or Linux or iOS and the operators of popular cloud systems like AWS or Google Cloud. It also includes the creators of less popular systems such as SolarWinds, XiongMai (creator of many of the cameras exploited by the Mirai botnet), specialized markets such as operational technology providers, or medical device makers, and multiple other examples.  

Beyond the systems engineering community, every business assembles and combines systems to deliver value. These integrations can be the source of security weaknesses, and the quality of the integration tooling, the security advice available, or the discoverability of flaws may all be usefully illuminated by a board. More research is needed that focuses on product security on the one hand and failures and successes of security tools on the other.

Other Organizational Structures

There are many lesson-learning systems in aviation, and most have inspired analogies that were brought up in the workshop. We focused our efforts on an independent investigations board modeled on the NTSB. The Executive Order’s Cyber Safety Review Board (CSRB) may be an instance

---

of such a board but does not have all of the NTSB’s legal, investigatory or organizational independence.

This workshop did not have time to deeply investigate other structures that were raised, such as a near-miss agency, modeled on NASAs Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS)\(^{89}\) and a statistical agency, such as a proposed Bureau of Cyber Statistics (BCS), informed by the work of the Solarium Commission.\(^{90}\) Additionally, participants made reference to the Commercial Aviation Safety Team (cast-safety.org) and the Chemical Safety Review Board. We did not investigate these further, but each concept deserves more research.

Costs and Benefits of Investigative Boards

The wide variety of possible investigative aims is not supported by very much theory. Investigative activity in today’s cybersecurity industry is focused on protecting the victim and limited to ending the incident. If causes are probed, that investigation is generally limited to production of IOCs (Indicators of Compromise) and TTPs (Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures) — in other words, the technical explanations. The work to develop other, more comprehensive and human-readable findings is not well categorized, and there’s no clear list or reference of what skillsets, time, tooling, or other input produce what sorts of outputs. There are research opportunities in creating new types of tools that reduce skill needs, or that changes the kinds of skill sets involved in investigations.

Much of cybersecurity analysis is focused on risks and risk mitigation. That framing is one of several we can use. Cost-benefit analysis is widely used for environmental or medical questions. The process of collection and analysis is not cost-free.


Thus, while much of this report is moderately supportive of the idea of the concept of review boards, we must examine the implementation of a system of analysis that will necessarily come with administrative costs. We note particular ones below. But more generally, those costs will exist. To be sure, there is every reason to expect that the benefits of analysis will outweigh those costs, but open research questions exist regarding the quantification of that expectation.

Access to Data

The workshop identified many opportunities for the research community to help develop the learning process in the cybersecurity industry. For that to happen, the research community will need access to data. Given liability concerns with organizations sharing this data, the NSF could fund efforts at data extraction and anonymization. A focused effort to identify incidents in which concerns over liability can be addressed or minimized through anonymization could produce valuable data sets. For instance, incidents at Federal agencies could be good sources for testing investigative techniques and anonymization approaches and technologies as share price impact and lawsuits are not concerns. The authors acknowledge that we are not experts in the NSF’s funding processes, and recognize that they have many priorities. Nevertheless, we believe this would be a powerful lever in improving both applied cybersecurity and the science of cybersecurity.

Research Questions

The workshop has resulted in the discovery of many questions as participants challenged one anothers’ assumptions or experiences. Many of these questions are sparked by our findings, but so far unanswered by them, and which we suggest then could be carried forward profitably in

---

future research. Given the overlap between science and policy, we include some questions which may be more suited for research by legal scholars and less suited for work by computer scientists.

Incident Discovery and Identification

Incident Reporting Requirements

RQ: Could the various reporting regimes (such as data breach reporting to state AGs, CMMC reporting to DoD, Critical infrastructure, reports to the PCI Council, complaints to insurers or the Internet Crime Complaint Center) feed into a board? Is the data submitted sufficient to make determinations or initiate investigations? Are there legal inhibitors to such data flows?

RQ: Many requirements to report to regulators have timelines on the order of hours or days. What can be done to determine if an anomaly is an incident in those timeframes? How reliable are those methods? What are the normal ranges of time to make such a determination reliably, and what can be done to drive down the timeframes? Are there important “transfer to practice” issues where useful inventions are stuck?

RQ: What would be required to increase assurance that security incidents, breaches or near misses are being reported in accordance with the law? What incentives or penalties have been applied for reporting/concealing incidents, and what has the impact of those been? Is the regulatory toolkit being used in a coherent manner to support public policy goals?

RQ: How should reporting systems be designed? What are the effects of choice on definitions, timelines, and other factors? How can the space of incentives and penalties be defined? Is there an optimal mix of incentive, protection, and penalties on individuals or what are the effects or consequences of sectoral regulation? What lessons can be learned from aviation incident and near miss reporting and from incident reporting in other fields such as telecommunications outages?
RQ: How could the ASRS anonymization system be replicated for cybersecurity? What tradeoffs does this entail? How do the differences between computer system operations and aviation result in differences in the way near miss investigations might take place, especially the duration of an investigation, and what impact does that have on anonymization? Should a threshold be set about what can be reported?

**Whistleblower and Professional Obligations**

RQ: Assuming that many incidents are known to staff and concealed from the public, could either whistleblowing protections or professional obligations to report crimes be leveraged to assess the scale of the problem or to learn about specific incidents? For example, lawyers may be required to report threats to harm someone; doctors are often required to report gunshot wounds. These requirements span from professional obligations to legal ones.

RQ: What are the rights or obligations of a person who becomes aware of a crime against their employer, or who believes their employer is unreasonably concealing a breach? What other industries use whistleblower hotlines, and where do they fail or succeed? When are incentives important versus other values, such as saving a life? Can contracts ensure that whistleblowing is viable, or is legal protection required? What can cybersecurity learn from the professional obligations imposed in other fields? How do such obligations interact with duties and obligations?

RQ: Individuals have an ethical responsibility to “Design and implement systems that are robustly and usably secure.”92 But what should they do when either their organization is not providing that appropriate support, or when they believe that to be the case is harder to address? Several participants suggested the extension of whistleblower protection to product design or implementation. This raises complex questions including what responsibilities an organization has to incorporate security (or privacy) into product design or how those responsibilities change as they

92 ACM Code of Ethics, supra.
go from making installable software to operating it in a software-as-a-service business; who should respond to the blown-whistle; how to address the intricacy of legitimate business tradeoffs between security and other properties; how to address the natural tendency of staff to believe their area is important\textsuperscript{93}, and more.

**Reporting Forms and Taxonomies**

RQ: What exists today in terms of reporting forms and standards? What are the commonalities and differences? What research questions are enabled or blocked by the forms? What engineering questions are enabled or not by the forms? (For example, a form that asks about ‘phishing’ vs ‘credential phishing’ and ‘attachment phishing’ enable different product engineering.) Who is responsible for filling and checking forms? Is it technical staff, lawyers, or someone else?

RQ: Do forms ask open-ended questions? How frequently? What fraction of information is “listening” vs “box checking?” Would a collection of stories about having to “pick the box” be a helpful tool for those designing future forms? What strengths and limitations apply to AI (such as natural language processing) analysis of unstructured contributions? How does that relate to qualitative coding as practiced in social science. How does all of this relate to the questions that researchers can ask?

RQ: Much of our attention today is focused on enterprise incidents. Individuals may find reporting difficult: do they report a problem to local police? The FTC? The ICCC? What could we learn if we improved police or insurance practice for individuals reporting local incidents of harassment or hacking? Could we discover, for example, that victims of certain breaches are reporting identity theft at greater rates? What threats to validity would impede such a system, and how could they be overcome?

\textsuperscript{93} Adam Shostack, “Employees Say Company Left Data Vulnerable”, October 7, 2014 \url{https://adam.shostack.org/blog/2014/10/employees-say-company-left-data-vulnerable/}
Criteria for Investigating Incidents

RQ: How can a board rapidly select issues whose investigation will bear fruit? Are there indicators that can be inexpensively detected?

RQ: What tradeoffs between investigation depth and number of investigations yield what benefits? For example, if a board is budgeted in a way that allows a person-year of investigation, how can it judge if it should perform four investigations lasting 3 months each, or 1 lasting a year?

RQ: What data exists that could be used to develop thresholds for investigation? What characteristics of that data might influence its use? What should be included in the calculation of a loss? Direct thefts? Costs of technical response? Total costs of response including legal fees and penalties? (The answer clearly isn’t some average cost multiplied by a number of records)\(^94\). How predictable are losses? How long does it take to determine the factors that lead to accurate prediction of losses?

RQ: An investigation clearly uses resources not only of the board and parties, but potentially also other parties. What are the costs and benefits of board discretion to investigate incidents which do not clearly meet thresholds (either because aspects are unclear, or because the incident doesn’t meet the established thresholds, but it does have interesting facets to it)?

Performing Investigations

Investigator Skills and Methodologies

RQ: What NICE categories and skill sets should an investigative team include? How important is the initial set of skills and experience brought to bear? Is there a strong path dependency on those initial skills, and

what exercises, techniques, or facilitation can help a nascent organization understand, assess, and correct if needed? Does the balance of human skills needed from investigators change as the investigation progresses from identifying technical issues to creating a systemic picture of what went wrong?

RQ: What is the relationship between a cyber incident investigation and other investigations? What is the relationship between tools designed for legal discovery or other high volume data analysis and the needs of an investigative board? Are tools such as emotion detection useful at discovering debates between staff, and if so are such debates informative in a way that informs contributing factors?

RQ: To what extent can skills be augmented by playbooks? What is the interplay between playbooks (or other tools) and adaptive engagement with the details of the incident? How can we characterize the tradeoff between creativity, speed and deep learning?

RQ: How do the skillsets of NTSB investigators differ from the skillsets of operators? How would those differences manifest for the CSRB? What are the investigative skills that are required in terms of building and testing ideas? How do those relate to law enforcement investigators, investigations by Inspectors General, and other related investigations?

RQ: To what extent are counterfactuals, hypotheticals, or similar techniques used in investigations in other fields, what pros and cons have been identified, and what is the operational outcome in those fields?

Investigations by Interested Parties

RQ: What incident information does the legal system expose at the stages of indictments, pleadings, trials and decisions? What can scientists extract from these for use in producing timelines, and how to think about the work involved? How should we characterize the completeness of such analysis, or the impact of the adversarial system on the scientific or engineering uses of the information? Are the exposures in civil and
criminal trials meaningfully different for these purposes? For criminal cases, are there case summaries or other analyses that could be released after a trial? Prosecutors are, nominally, required to release such information to defendants under “Brady” and other rules.95

RQ: What are the benefits and tradeoffs involved in insurance investigation of cyber incidents?

There are likely important scientific questions into what an insurer should measure, how to measure those things in a cost-effective way, what the costs or benefits would be to a shared insurance model, and what its limitations would be.

RQ: Internal investigations & retrospectives were brought up. Can we measure the frequency or impact of practitioner driven investigations in cybersecurity? (Obviously, a large amount of work has been done by safety professionals.) There is a policy question: should such documents be protected in some way to encourage more candor, or required by regulators because of the social benefit? What would be the pros and cons of mandating them and mandating their release?

Products and Controls

RQ: There is a relationship between security as a property of products and add-on security products. To what extent do attacks take advantage of insecurity of products in the form of technical vulnerabilities?

RQ: What is the variation in control sets? There are many control sets, such as NIST CSF, 800-53, CMMC, FedRAMP, COBIT and CIS. How much do they vary, and what is the impact of the differences? How do these line up against self-regulation guidance? Do the additional rules make organizations more secure, or distract from key advice that’s common?

Can a statistical agency make use of the variation as a form of natural experiment where outcome variation might trace to control variances?

RQ: What cybersecurity advice is commonly given but not followed? What are the reasons for that? Can we use techniques such as Emotion Detection to discover what leads to expressions of exasperation? Is exasperation a useful predictor of control failure?

RQ: How quickly do attacks change? How can we quantify attacker’s skills or resources, and what’s the relationship between those and the rate of change in attacks, the indicators they leave behind, and the tactics, techniques and procedures they use?

Reporting and Dissemination

Statistical Data

RQ: What decisions could be enabled by faster, more frequent statistics? What can the history of statistical tools like the CDC’s weekly morbidity reports teach those making tradeoffs about cybersecurity reporting?

RQ: What is the connection between taxonomies and use of statistics for decision making? Are there decisions where business, technology, or product leaders express a desire for data to inform their decisions? Which data would inform the most decisions, or the most impactful decisions? Do some taxonomies enable more decisions than others? What is the usability cost of such taxonomies?

RQ: What assumptions are being made about the causes of incidents? How do those beliefs contribute to defensive strategies, and would alternate beliefs result in different strategies?

96 "Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report," Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/index.html. We do not mean to ignore that the MMWR also includes case studies.
RQ: Are there non-incident sources of trend information that should inform a board?

RQ: What is the impact if investigators cannot both understand the technical issues involved and also generate human-readable explanations of systemic problems?

**Transparency and Anonymization**

RQ: How does published information inform attackers, which attackers does it inform, and what can they do with the information? Do we have evidence that specific types of attackers respond, or how quickly they respond? Is it “in campaign”, “next month” or next year?

RQ: What principles or guidance can be used to either assuage concerns about transparency, or to guide a board in making decisions?

RQ: Are there incidents that could be investigated with findings published anonymously to protect the victim? Such publication carries a host of complications. When does it get invoked/provided? Who can decide if a board publishes anonymous findings, what happens if the incident becomes public? Does the report get re-identified? What if the vendor makes claims that are contradicted by the report?

RQ: Are there ways of reporting that help attackers and defenders differently? What can we learn from the full disclosure movement about the value of publishing vulns, which, over time, led to new forms of memory safety at a high temporary cost? Over what time scales, if any, was that a good tradeoff?

**Near Misses**

RQ: How could liability protection be used to incentivize near-miss reporting? What lessons can be drawn from ASRS in this regard? Would
model language, draft operating manuals, or other blueprints, prototypes, or exemplars aid in transition to practice?

RQ: How can companies clearly differentiate between a cybersecurity incident and a near-miss in the context of a report? Do current reporting forms account for the possibility that a reported incident is a near-miss, or that a near-miss that was reported (perhaps because it exposed interesting indicators or TTPs) was really an incident? Do current processes treat such as evidence of constructive engagement?

RQ: To what extent might near miss reporting be deterred by the risk that a near miss is actually an as yet unidentified incident? Would the goals of immediate reporting of incidents be well-served by some design for incremental reporting? Are there models for such, and how can they be adapted to cybersecurity?

RQ: What is the impact of fast reporting timelines on the ability to determine whether an incident has occurred versus a near miss?

RQ: What are normal incident timelines? What fraction of anomalies are fully tracked down? How do those differ across sectors or other communities? Are “not resolved” issues characterized in some way? What leads to those leads being “abandoned?”

RQ: What fraction of anomalies are determined to be real intrusions within one hour (or 36), and what skills and tools are involved in those determinations?

RQ: What is the impact of shrinking reporting timelines on the systems receiving these reports, the staff following up on the reports, etc?

RQ: To what extent does the reporting of a near miss assist attackers in further potential intrusions versus assist companies in defending against attacks?
RQ: How could contracts require counterparties to investigate or share near misses? Doing so would be easier if there were sample contractual language including definitions, a set of penalties or incentives. There is an opportunity here for applied, socio-technical, or legal research into meeting these needs.

Legal Issues

RQ: If a board has subpoena authority, and both legal and technical protection for its data, what impact, if any, would there be on how companies investigate and memorialize incident information? The range and nuances of protection granted to data given to the government is wide across not only cybersecurity, but medical data given to the FDA, tax data given to the IRS, and more. A review and analysis such as the one performed by Sedenberg for health data could be helpful.97

RQ: What is the impact of conflict, crime, espionage and other elements of adversarial action on our ability to derive truth? Are there goals which would be usefully served by revising policies around information submitted to court under seal?

RQ: What is the interaction between legal privileges (attorney-client advice, attorney directed work product), to what they apply, and what a board can request? What is the impact of the basis under which material is provided to a board (e.g., voluntary vs subpoena), and what legal protections are provided for material shared with other boards?

RQ: Beyond the focus of a board, the thicket of issues surrounding the risks and benefits of investigations may be worth investigation by legal or policy scholars. Thorough investigations have demonstrated benefits in a great many areas. If legal risks are preventing organizations or society from those benefits, are there tools which could reliably be brought to bear, or experiments that might be worth doing?

Other Research Questions

RQ: Current technical systems for forensics are limited by the limits on the reliability of tools. What would the impact of fully immutable logging, globally accurate timing, or other tools be on investigations?

RQ: How frequent are follow-up investigations, and at what depth? What system should we use to characterize that depth?

RQ: Inspired by the DIKW frame, what systems do we have for generating knowledge or wisdom? What basis can we use to judge sufficiency within the field? Should policy-makers use the same tests? If not, what is the relationship between the various frameworks or tests?

RQ: Do attackers adapt to defenses, or just move to another target? How frequent is each strategy? What are the scale or scope of those adaptations? At one end might be the authors of Stuxnet crafting an offensive delivery system and payload to jump the air gaps at the Natanz nuclear facility. At the other could be attackers running bulk malware campaigns who do no adaptation, or attackers who adapt their ransom demands to the victim against whom their attacks happen to succeed. How could these adaptations be characterized, measured, including for intensity or frequency?
Recommendations for the CSRB

We expect the newly formed CSRB will be grappling with many of the issues raised in this report, and in this section, we collect and present perspectives on how the board should operate. The CSRB has a rare opportunity to shape something new, and potentially to influence the course of cybersecurity for quite some time. If successful, the CSRB may be copied in other jurisdictions or sectors, and so this section includes both recommendations for the CSRB specifically, and where we have identified reasons that the CSRB cannot take such actions, additional suggestions for future lesson-learning entities on the Cyber NTSB model. We are not making recommendations targeted to either a near-miss entity or a statistical bureau only to allow us to focus; that lack should not be read as a lack of enthusiasm for either concept. We believe that this “startup phase” is crucially important and that lessons learned from the initial review can be used to shape the future of the CSRB or any other bodies created by Congress or executive action.

Focus the initial investigation on Federal agency actions and failures:
While the executive order that establishes the CSRB gives the board a large scope to investigate cyber incidents of national significance, it does not grant the board the authorities necessary to conduct what are likely to be adversarial reviews with private sector parties. Because cyber incidents can have significant impacts on customer and market confidence, companies in the United States have tended to tightly control what (if anything) they share with the public about such incidents.

While the CSRB was established in the spirit of voluntary cooperation, we hope but do not expect that most companies impacted by the SolarWinds incident will share more details with the Board than have been shared already. Yet, the President, through the National Security Advisor and Deputy National Security Advisor for Cybersecurity and Emerging Technologies, the Secretary of Homeland Security, and the Director of the Office of Management and Budget, the Director of National Intelligence,
and the Attorney General, can cajole or compel Federal agencies into cooperating with the CSRB. A transparent and thoughtfully critical review of Federal government failings would go a long way toward establishing the credibility of the Board. In addition, recommendations from that review are likely to be more actionable than recommendations made to the private sector.

Thus, while attempting to engage private parties impacted by the campaign, a successful report would be one that is mostly focused on gaps in the Federal government’s ability to detect the campaign within its own networks, the failure by the intelligence community to detect the campaign or recognize the importance of it, any failures to adequately fuse intelligence and network defense data, and weaknesses in the Federal response. From this vantage, the review should seek to answer the following questions:

1. Did the intelligence community detect the campaign? If not, why? If so, why was this information not provided in a timely manner to network defenders, or why did those defenders not act?

2. What Federal agencies were targeted by the campaign? Which of these agencies detected the activity prior to the announcement by FireEye? Which of these agencies had information exfiltrated from their networks? What tools were in place that were meant to detect this type of activity but failed? Why did those failures occur?

3. What processes did Federal agencies have in place for evaluating the security of critical software installed on agency systems? Why did these processes fail?

4. Did the government have in place appropriate channels to receive early warning from private companies that detected aspects of the campaign? If not, have policies and processes been put in place to create these channels?

5. If implemented, would required security controls have prevented or detected the campaign at Federal agencies? If these controls were not implemented, why not?
Work with Federal regulators to establish processes for CSRB to investigate private sector incidents:
While clear authorities for the CSRB or any other cyber investigation board are highly desirable and likely necessary to fully investigate many incidents, existing authorities can be used in creative ways to empower CSRB investigations. Recent actions by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) to regulate the pipeline industry and to do so in partnership with CISA may provide a good example of how such a partnership could work. The Department of Homeland Security should review TSA's authority for pipelines and other sectors under its remit and determine if it has the authority to mandate cooperation with investigations. A similar authorities review should be undertaken by other regulators.

Staff and resource the CSRB adequately:
Given the notional membership of the CSRB, board members should not be expected to carry out the review process. The board will need members with deep and broad experience and credibility in technology. A useful outcome requires that the board contain at least several members with the technical competence to credibly question the opinions of both board staff and the staff of technology companies whose work is being reviewed. There is a small set of people who have given consideration to how a board could operate and the pros and cons of choices it could make. The board will need an investigation team that is both expert and dedicated. The composition of the investigation team will depend on the scope of the investigation. For instance, the sector the incident occurred in, whether the incident impacts OT or IT, and whether the review will engage in its own technical analysis will impact the necessary skill set of the team. Operational knowledge as well as analytical, critical thinking skills are both necessary for the review to succeed. The skills necessary to carry out an investigation may be different than those necessary for real time incident response. One of the easiest requirements, and easily overlooked or undervalued, staffing
should include excellent writers. The impact of the CSRB will depend in part on its ability to deliver compelling and accessible reports.

The review team could be composed of Federal employees, contractors, Special Government Employees (SGEs), Intergovernmental Personnel Act (IPA) transfers, Federally Funded Research and Development Corporations (FFRDCs) and other individuals with requisite technical expertise and operational experience. CSRB members should provide scope and direction, provide advice and support, serve as liaisons to the private sector, review, revise, and approve the final report, and take into consideration any viewpoints provided directly to them by parties to the incident under review. Such a model will allow the CSRB to manage multiple reviews at any given time.

An initial team to review the SolarWinds incident might require expertise in:

- Investigatory skills
  - Experienced investigators from organizations like the GAO or IGs
  - Incident Response
  - Digital Forensics

- Technical skills
  - Hardware
  - Software
  - Data Security
  - Networks (Local and Wide-Area)
  - Cryptographic Systems
  - Cloud
  - Governance, Risk, and Compliance
  - Malware analysis and reverse engineering

- Legal

- Organizational Dynamics
• Information sharing mechanisms
• Intelligence liaison functions
• Systems thinking

If the review board takes on deeper investigations similar to what the NTSB engages in for an airline crash, it would need to have the capacity to conduct its own in depth investigations that could involve both network and system forensics activity. For a major incident confined to a single enterprise-level network, the team might require as many as a dozen forensics experts that might need to carry out the investigation over several months.

Develop a Manual for Conducting Cyber Incident Investigations:
The investigations into aviation incidents by the NTSB is guided by the Aviation Investigation Manual — Major Team Investigations. This publicly available manual outlines how investigations are conducted and can be referenced by all parties to an investigation. The CSRB should develop, use and evolve a similar manual. The manual could draw on existing guidance from NIST, CIS and other standards bodies that provide guidance on incident response and incident review. The manual should specifically address what facts should be published, and which may need to be in a classified or controlled appendix. Consideration should also be given to asking NIST to develop the guide and to make it a special publication on conducting post incident reviews with an appendix for aspects of the CSRB’s work that are particular to that body.

Recommendations for Congress

Multiple committees are considering legislation to authorize investigations of cyber incidents. This legislation is often being developed in conjunction with legislation to require the reporting of cyber incidents. In developing this legislation, Congress should consider the following:

Grant authorities on a sector-by-sector basis:
As with the actual NTSB, Congress should grant specific authorities for each sector to whatever investigation board is being created or empowered. Investigations in different sectors, on different platforms, and with different consequences may require different capabilities on the investigation team and take place in different regulatory contexts.

Avoid making regulators responsible for conducting investigations:
A critical component of cyber incident investigations is to evaluate the failings of both regulations and regulators; thus, Congress should not make regulators responsible for conducting these reviews. Regulators should be treated as parties to the investigation and the investigating body should make recommendations for both how regulations can be strengthened and the work of regulators improved.

Stand up a diverse set of organizations charged with learning and improvement:
These efforts should include near miss analysis, a Bureau of Cyber Statistics, and other dedicated efforts. We are not at risk of having too much knowledge or wisdom brought into the area.
Look for opportunities to strengthen disclosure and encourage cooperation with investigators:

As discussed in Section 9, there may be opportunities to provide incentives including liability protection in exchange for candor on cyber incidents and near misses. The near miss systems active within the aviation industry provide limited forms of liability protection to encourage individuals to come forward. Incentives for both individuals and organizations in these systems should be considered. Individual incentives could include whistleblower protection, incentives, or rewards. The board must be able to protect information provided to it. The board may need to be able to compel disclosure or testimony. The board should have discretion in when to reveal information for the public good.

Provide legal and technical protection for investigators:

The board and its investigators may be the target of technical attacks designed to break into their systems and extract information of value to attackers. Investigators may be targeted on their personal systems, and their friends and families may be targeted as stepping stones. Investigators may also be subjected to online abuse, libel, misinformation, or conspiracy theories to either distract them or discredit their work via *ad hominem* attacks.
Conclusion: Failure Is Common, But Not Constant

In 2021, there has been a drumbeat of significant incidents including Accellion, SolarWinds, and Colonial Pipeline. Despite these, the internet and society at large mostly continue to function. Yet, there are also many organizations that seemingly are targeted by adversaries but manage to keep these adversaries from fulfilling their objections. We must create systems that can learn both from mistakes that are being made and the successes that are happening. Yet, at present, neither successes nor failures are shared with cyber defenders in any systematic way.

Secret knowledge is mysticism, not science or engineering. We heard a great deal in our workshop about how various groups have access to useful data which drives decisions that they believe are good. Yet the decisions they come to are different, which has a cost both to those trying to comply with the advice and in the credibility of the advice. Subjecting one’s reasoning to criticism is scary. Such criticism and review is also a constant in fields with high rates of engineering success, ranging from bridge building to medical device manufacture. The consequences for leaving the field of cybersecurity in a prolonged adolescence are now too great; it’s time for us to grow up.
## Appendix A: Workshop Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 18, 2021</td>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 25, 2021</td>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1, 2021</td>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 8, 2021</td>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 15, 2021</td>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 22, 2021</td>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 29, 2021</td>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 6, 2021</td>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 24, 2021</td>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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